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1. In t reduction 

Randomness is an important computational 

resource, and has found application in such diverse 

computational tasks as combinatorial algorithms, syn- 

chronization and deadlock resolution protocols, 

encrypting data and cryptographic protocols. Blum [Bl] 

pointed out the fundamental fact that whereas all these 

applications of randomness assume a source of 

independent, unbiased bits, the available physical 

sources of randomness (such as zener diodes) suffer 

seriously from problems of correlation. A general 
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mathematical model for such an imperfect source of 

randomness is the semi-random source [SV]. In this 

model, the next output bit is produced by an adversary 

by the flip of a coin of variable bias. The correlations 

in the output are modeled by allowing the adversary to 

look at the previously output bit sequence before set- 

ting the bias of the next bit. The only constraint on the 

adversary is that the coin must be biased between 6 

and l- 6. 

In this paper, we give efficient algorithms for 

using such semi-random sources in place of truly- 

random sources. Our results are of two different fla- 

vours. In the first we assume that we have two 

independent semi-random sources. It was shown in 

wa] that there is an algorithm that produces n-bit 

quasi-random sequences (‘high quality” random 
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sequences) from O(nlognlog*n) bits output by the 

two sources. In this paper, we show how to obtain 

quasi-random sequences at an optimal rate: we obtain 

n-bit quasi-random sequences from O(n) bits output 

by the two semi-random sources. The rate of produc- 

tion of quasi-random sequences is an important practi- 

cal consideration. 

An important feature of the algorithm in [Va] is 

its simplicity and ease of implementation: divide the 

0 (nlognlog’n) output bits from the two sources into 

n pairs of blocks each of length 0 (lognlog*n). 

Denote by z and yy the ifh blocks output by the two 

sources. Then the ilA output bit is simply 2s mod 2. 

The algorithm presented in this paper retains the sim- 

plicity of the algorithm in [Va], while achieving 

optimal rate: let p be a prime number such that 2 is a 

primitive root mod p, with p= O(lognlog*n). Divide 

the O(n) output bits from the two sources into blocks 

of size p each. Denote by $ and y? the ith blocks out- 

put by the two sources. Let 1llj(y3 denote the cyclic 

shift of y? by j positions. Obtain O@) bits bi from xi 

and yi by letting bj = x?~c~(Y~. Proving the validity 

of this algorithm involves showing that the bits, bi, 

thus obtained are independent. Let us think of y? as 

extracting information from x7 ( by taking the xor of 

some subset of its bits), To show that the bits bj are 

independent it suffices to show that zi(y3 extracts 

essentially distinct information out of x7 for distinct 

values of j. The proof of this hinges upon the following 

lemma which says that if the length of 2 satisfies the 

stated conditions, then y: has essentially no symmetries 

under cyclic shifts: Let p be a prime such that 2 is a 

primitive root mod p. and let A be a pX p matrix 

whose rows are cyclic shifts of a O/l vector ?(i?is not 

the all O’s vector or the all l’s vector). Then the rank 

of A over GF(2) is at least p- 1, 

The importance of randomization in computation 

arises from powerful stochastic sampling theorems such 

as the law of large numbers. However, independence 

and uniformity of samples is crucial to invoking these 

theorems. How important is this stochastic indepen- 

dence to random polynomial time computation? The 

result that RP = SRP [VV] shows that independence 

can be dispensed with by using more sophisticated sam- 

pling algorithms. More precisely, this result states that 

any random polynomial time algorithm can be simu- 

lated in polynomial time by an algorithm whose only 

source of randomness is a single semi-random source (a 

single source is provably too weak to produce quasi- 

random sequences [SV]). In the second part of this 

paper we consider We show that any randomized algo- 

rithm that runs in time T(n) and uses R(n) random bits 
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can be simulated in time 1x1 = lyl = p where p is prime such that 2 is a prim- 

0 (T(n)log@)R (n) + R (n)logR(n)log(k)R (n)) and itive root mod p. ’ Let lc’@ denote the cyclic shift of 

using O(R(n)) semi-random bits. Here k is any con- y%y j positions. Obtain 0 (p) bits bj from x and y by 

stant and logtk)R (n) denotes log iterated k times on letting bi = %+ziQT. We wish to show that the hi’s 

R(n). Clearly, the number of semi-random bits used is are (super pollynomially) close to being unbiased and 

within a constant factor of the optimal. We conjecture uncorrelated. Certainly a necessary condition for this is 

a lower bound of T(n) + M(n)lo@4(n) for any that the parity of any subset of the bj’s must be close 

algorithm that achieves this result, and provide argu- to unbiased. The parity lemma below shows that this 

ments that support this conjecture. condition is also sufficient. 

Let D be any probability distribution on (0, 1)“. 

2. Efficient Extraction of Quasi-random Let PQ[E (x)] denote the probability that event E(x) 

Sequences occurs if x is picked according to the distribution D. 

In this chapter, we consider the problem of effi- 

ciently generating quasi-random sequences from the 

Definition: 

b&i(D) = I c Pr&??= 11 -Pr&+= O] I 
xE{O,ly 

outputs of two independent semi-random sources. The 

following algorithm was given in [Va] for extracting n- 

bit quasi-random sequence from 0 (nlognlog’n) bits 

output by the two sources: divide the 0 (nlogn.log*n) 

Parity-Lemma: For any distribution D on {0, l}“, 

c ~~QI[x:l- l II 
2” 

c biUSi(D). 
XC IO. 17 ie{O,lr- (r 

output bits from the two sources into n pairs of blocks 
Proof: By induction on n. 

each of length O(lognlog*n). Denote by x and y 
Let p = y& fb[lzl. 

respectively the ifh pair of blocks output by the two ZE{O, IF-1 

sources. Then the irh output bit is simply spmod 2. D induces two distributions DO and D1 on (0, l}‘- ‘; 

Here we show how to re-use x and y to extract By Artin’s conjecture [.%I, asymptotically 3/S th fraction of all 
primes have this property. It was shown in [Ho] that hrtin’s conjec- 

O(lognlog*n) %igh quality” random bits. Let iure follows from thk ERH. Picking such a prime is easy since its 
length is only O(loglogn). 
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Do being the distribution on n bit strings whose first 

bit is 0. Now: 

,I- inI= c IPrdOz] - ;” I 
ra{O,ly-’ 

c I%[x 
XE{O, 1)” 

= 
c 

f c Iz+D[lZ] - l I 
ze{O,ly-’ 2n 

K1-P)%,bl- l I 
zE{O,lr-’ 2” 

Applying the inductive hypothesis and simplifying, this 

is: 

I I bias lo”- 1 (D) I 

+ c (l-p) Ibias; I + p Ibimi(D1) I 
k{O, 1)“-‘- w-1 

5 I bias 1o”- I (II) I + c I i biasi 
ic{o,ly-‘- cr-’ 

+ i bias;@ 1) I + I(l-P)biai(Do) - p biaSi I 

+ c I bhoi(D) I + I bias Ii(D) I$ 
is{O, lye’ - (r-l 

q.e.d. 

4 

Showing the quasi-randomness of the bit 

sequence bl b2 . * - bk is now reduced to showing that 

the parity of any subset of the hi’s has small bias. This 

is more tractable since it is an assertion about a single 

bit. Let IE{l, - - - ,k}. Consider the bit 

b= TfFbi. 

By definition b = XiflR $n’(y3 

= 5:: $f (xpndyi+ j) 

= x';'Cn'(yT. 
iel 

Thus the bit b is obtained simply by taking the 

inner product of pwith the sum of certain cyclic shifts 

of y. We show below that taking (arbitrary) sums of 

cyclic shifts of such vectors is either an injective map 

or it is a two to one map, with vectors Fand lP+y 

mapped to the same element. In either case the inner 

product of ?with the sum of certain cyclic shifts of j& 

stochastically similar to taking the inner product of two 

independent p-bit semi-random vectors. Thus the tech- 

niques of [Va} suffice to complete the proof that this 

inner product has small bias. 
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Lemma 1: The polynomial xP- 1 + pP- 2 Theorem 1: There is an algorithm to extract n-bit 

+ . . . + 1 is irreducible over GFi(2) iff p is a quasi-random sequences from o(n) bits output by two 

prime such that 2 is a primitive root mod p. independent semi-random sources. 

Lemma 2: Let p be a prime with 2 al primitive root Sketch of Proof: It remains to show that a bit b 

mod p, and let A be a pX p matrix o,ver GF(2). Let obtained by taking the inner-product of ?’ with 

the rows of A be the p cyclic shifts of a vector uf p= ;;‘C.V? h as small bias. We shall use the Main 

which is not the all O’s or the all l’s vector. Then 
Lemma of Iva], which states that for any fixed adver- 

rank(A) 2 p-l. 
sary for generating x2 there are very few & such that 

Proof: By the lemma above, the polynomial x$&as large bias. By Lemma 2, the number of bad fi 

xpw1+xpe2+ --a + 1 is irreducible over is at most twice as large as the bound given by the 

GF(2). Extend GF(2) by adjoining a root of this poly- Main Lemma of [Va]; finally the theorem follows by 

nomial to obtain the galois field GF@‘- ‘). Consider showing that the probability of generating such a bad 7 

the redundant representation for this field given by is very small (using the arguments of Theorem 2.3 

GF (2)[x]IxJ’- 1. In this representation the polynomial Walh 

f(x) and xp- ‘+ xp- 2+ * * * + 1 - f(x) represent 
q.e.d. 

the same field element. Moreover, a cyclic shift of f(x) 

is achieved by multiplying it by x. Now the rows of A 

are u(x), xu(x), x2u (x), . . . . xp- ‘u(x). Since we are 
Memory Bounded Source: 

working in a field, u(x) has an invery& which may be 

written as a polynomial in x. Thus 1 =: U(X)X M- l(x) The issue of mathematically modeling the depen- 

can be written as a linear combination of u(x)x’. Simi- dences of a physical source was raised in [Bl], and the 

larly x, x2, . . . . xp- ’ lie in the span of the rows of A. finite state markov process was proposed as a model. 

Since these have rank p-l, it follows that A has rank at In that paper, it was shown that a counter-intuitive 

least p-l. generalization of von Neumann’s algorithm [vNl pro- 

q.e.d. duces truly random bits from the output of such a 
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source. A generalization of the finite state markov 

process is the memory bounded source: 

Definition: [Va] Source S is memory bounded if the 

adversary strategy is a map T: (0, l}m~ N +[a, l- 61, 

where the first argument denotes the contents of the 

m-bit memory of the adversary, and the second argu- 

ment is the time (assume that one bit is output per unit 

time). The memory is updated by the function 

g: (0, l}m~ NX {0, 1) 40, lr; the first argument to g 

is the contents of the memory, the second is time and 

the third is the latest bit output by the source, 

Notice that whereas in the case of the semi- 

random source, there was no need to explicitly make 

the strategy T a function of time, this does increase the 

class of distributions that can be obtained when the 

memory is bounded. Interpreted physically, this time 

dependence is very important: the bias of the output of 

a Zener diode depends upon operating conditions such 

as temperature and humidity. Such effects cannot be 

expressed in the bounded memory, and must be 

represented separately as the time dependence of the 

bias. 

The advantage of putting this additional memory 

constraint on the adversary is that this makes it possi- 

ble to obtain quasi-random sequences from a single 

source. It was shown in [Va] how to generate n-bit 

quasi-random sequences from 

O(nmlogm + nlognlog*n) bits of output of such a 

source. The algorithm was based on the following 

theorem: 

Theorem [Va]: Let ?‘and ydenote successive k-bit 

blocks output by a memory-bounded source with m bits 

of memory. Then 

-6’k 

IPr[xfyj= l] - l/2 I 5 (4m)m2 64 . 

Here we show how to generate n-bit quasi- 

random sequences from O(n+ mlogmlog2n) bits of 

output from such a source. The algorithm achieving 

this result uses a construction of Wyner [WY]. Let 

Xl, x2, . -. , xk and y 1, y2, . . , yk be two succes- 

sive k-bit blocks produced by the memory-bounded 

source. Let bi = x;andy;. Let us extract 1 bits 

Tl, t2, . * 0, rl as follows: each ri is the parity of 

some subset of bl, b2, . . . , bk. To make sure that 

the ri’s are almost unbiased, the subsets must be large, 

and to ensure small correlations, they must be ‘well 

spread-out’. This is precisely achieved by the rows of 

an IX k parity-check code generator matrix (the rcws 

are O/l vectors of dimension k, and represent subsets in 

a natural manner) which detects ti errors for some 

constant CD 0 [Ga, Chapter 61. An explicit construc- 
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lion of such asymptotically efficient codes appears in 

[Jul; for practical values of k, the BCH code is more 

useful, although it is not asymptotically efficient. The 

following algorithm puts together these ideas: 

proc qgen(n): 

Let G be a nx k parity check code generator 

matrix, which detects cxk errors, where k = 

o(n+ mlogmlog2n). 

Let Ui = Xi and yie 

Output G-ii! 

end; 

Theorem 2: There is an algorithm that generates n-bit 

quasi-random sequences from O(n + mlogmlog2n) 

bits output by a memory bounded source with m bits of 

memory. 

both RP and the two-sided error BPP. The simulation 

time for an algorithm that ran in time ‘T(n) and used 

R(n) random bits was O(T(n)R(,)l” and the 

number of semi-random bits used was 

0 (R (n)IogR (n)). The main result in this chapter is: 

Theorem 3: Any randomized algorithm that runs in 

time T(n) an,d uses R(n) random bits can be simulated 

by an algorithm using O(R(n)) bits produced by a sin- 

gle semi-random source and in time 

0 (T(n)logtk)R (n) + R (n)logR (n)log%(n)). 

The proof of this theorem will appear in the final 

paper. The techniques of proof include those from the 

first part of this paper, as well as resampling tech- 

niques which can be found in [Va2]. The proof easily 

extends to the model defined in [CG]. 

4. Discussion 
3. Efficient Simulation of Randomized Algo- 

rithms 
We conjecture that T(n) -t- R (n)logR (n) is a 

lower-bound for any simulating algorithm. So the 

It was shown in [VV] that any random polyno- above algorithm is optimal to within a factor of 

mial time algorithm can be simulated in pallynomial log@)R (n) for any constant k. It follows from a result 

time by an algorithm whose only source of randomness of [SV] that any single bit that is almost unbiased must 

is a single semi-random source. The result held for be a function of at least log R(n) semi-random bits. To 
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effectively find a witness, we need R(n) bits such that 

the jrh bit is almost unbiased even though the values of 

the other R(n) - 1 are fixed. Thus the jr’ bit requires 

at least R(n) computational steps even assuming that 

the other R(n) - 1 bits are given for free, This sug- 

gests that there is a lower bound of R(n) log R(n). 

The shift-register (and linear congruential) 

pseudo-random sequence generators are known to fail 

the polynomial time unpredictability test. Why do they 

work so well in practice? Say that a pseudo-random 

sequence generator is quasi-perfect if on an input seed 

of length O(n), it output can be used to simulate k runs 

of a random polynomial time algorithm (which uses n 

random bits per invocation and has probability l/2 of 

success) with success probability 1 - & ’ for some 

constant e. We conjecture that the following is a 

quasi-perfect pseudo-random sequence generator: Let ? 

and Fdenote random seeds of length n. Assume that n 

is a prime with 2 a generator mod n. The output 

sequence is 3, . . ., i$ where z = ?‘+ n’(yT. 
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